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The M. Phil. Urdu Examination shall be of 400 marks. There shall be four papers. Regular students shall have to write a Dissertation of 100 marks besides the other three compulsory papers.

Paper I: Research Methodology:
Note: Questions shall be spread out on the following main topics:
(1) Tariq-Teaching
(2) Tarteel-e-Matna
(3) Urdu Tehqeeq-ki-Tareekh.

Books Recommended:
1. Mubadiyat-e-tehqeeq by A. Aureshi.
2. Adabi Tehqeeq : Masail Aur Tajzia by Rashid Hasan Khan
3. Asso-e-tehqeeq-o-tarteel-e-Matn by Dr. Tanweer Alvi.
4. Tahqeeq-o-Tadwheen by S. Mohd. Hashim
5. Ayaristan by Qazi Abdul Wadood.
8. Haquia by Prof. G.C. Jain.
10. Scholar's Adventure by Richard Altik.
11. A manual for writers of Thesis and Dissertation by Kata Turabian
12. Tehreren by Prof. G.C. Jain
13. Tahaqueeq Ka Fan by Dr. G.C. Jain, UP Urdu Academy.

Paper-II : Critical Theories & Critics
(a) The following theories are prescribed:
   (i) Tassurati Tanquid
   (ii) Nafsiati Tanquid
   (iii) Jamaliati Tanquid
   (iv) Halyati Tanquid
   (v) Losanmiati Tanquid
   (vi) Mabad-e-Jadeed Tanquid Ka Tarruf
(b) The following critics are prescribed:
   (i) Hali
   (ii) Shibli
   (iii) Majnoon Gorakhpuri
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(iv) Ehtabham Hussain
(v) Kaleemuddin Ahmed
(vi) Shanurrrahman Farooqui

**Books Recommended:**

(i) Tanquidi Nazariat Ed. Ehtasham Hussain
(ii) Usool-e-Intequadate Adabiat by A. Abid
(iii) Tanquid Ke Buniadi Masail, Ali Ahmed Saroor
(iv) Sheriat (Arastoo) Trans. SPR. Farooqui
(v) Adab Aur Nafsiat By Devandra Issar
(vi) Tanquid Aur Asari Agahi, S. Aqueel Rizvi.
(vii) Jadeed Urdu Tanquee: Usool aur Nazariat, S.R. Dalvi
(viii) Theory of Literature by Rene, Wellek & Austins.
(ix) Critical Approaches to Literature by David Dashes.
(x) Masriq-o-Maghribmen Tanquidi Tasawwarat Ki Tareeq by Mohd. Hasan

**Paper III: Prose and Poetry:**

**Books Prescribed:**

1. Sabras by Mulla Wajih
2. Fason-e-Ajaib by Rayab Ali Beg Suroor
3. Khatoot-e-Ghalib Edited by Malik Ram
5. Diwan-e-Ghalib Edited by Malik Ram.
7. Shola-e-Shabnam by Josh Malihabedi
8. Naqsh-e-Fariqadi by Faiz Ahamad Faix

**Recommended Books:**

1. Dastan Tareeq-e-Urdu by Hauwid Husan Quadri.
2. Tareekh-e-Adab Urdu by Hameel Jallai-Vol II
3. Ralab Ali Beg Hayat Aur Karnawl by Dr. Nayyar Maseod
4. Urdu Ghazal by Yusuf Hussain Khan
5. Jadood Chand by Rasheed Ahmed Siddiqui
6. Urdu Shairi Main Mayet Ki Tajurbe by Unvan Chishti.

**Paper IV**

A Dissertation of at least 100 full scape on a topic approved by the Head of the Department.